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This all-sky view from Fermi reveals bright emission in the 
plane of the

Milky Way (center), bright pulsars and super-massive black 
holes.

Credit: NASA/DOE/International LAT Team

The Fermi-LAT catalogue 
contains still over 300 of 
unidentified sources (Abdo et al. 
2010)

No counterparts in other bands 
of electromagnetic spectrum.

Located out of the Galactic plane 
 extragalactic origin→

Hypotheses:

●Known active galaxies (Massaro 
et al. 2012)

●New population of objects?



  

New population of objects?



  

Inspiration: theory of Mitch 
Begelman

Pre-quasar epoch in the 
galaxy evolution: how  the 
supermassive black holes 
were formed?

The protostar (Pop III) 
collapsed into BH

Massive envelope absorbs 
collapse energy and 
equlibrium quasi-star forms

Seed black hole accretes gas from a 
massive, radiation pressure supported 
envelope (Begelman, Rossi & 
Armitage 2008) 



  

BH growth in quasi star 

<< Salpeter time 

 →

Massive BHs form and quasar 
activity starts at very large z ULAS J112001+0641 

z=7.085; 

(Mortlock et al. 2011)

environment is gas-rich after 
the galaxy mergers



  

 But quasi-star must not be spherically 
symmetric as in Begelman et al. (2010)

The extragalactic sources observed by 
Fermi satellite may be the signatures 
of Quasi-Star jets. 

Gamma rays detectable from 
cosmological distances due to 
collimation of radiation

●AGN

●GRB

●QS



  

Physical parameters and 
lifetime



  

Model of a quasi-star

 mass 107 Msun; 

● luminosity of 1045 erg/s;

● effective temperature 3000 K 
(Hayashi limit) 

● black hole mass of 105 Msun, 

● accretion rate in disk: 2 
Msun/year

● efficiency ~ 0.01 (advective)

● size: 1017 cm, 

The lifetime is limited by the black hole growth. 

●Configuration unstable when MBH > 10% M* -> about 10
5 years

T QS=5000−1
−1/5 M BH ,4

−2 /5 MQS
7/20

[K ]

Volonteri & Begelman (2010)

Thorne & Zytkow (1977)



  

Jets

● Efficiency of accretion 
energy conversion 0.1

● Power 1046 erg/s

●  ~15

●Isotropic luminosity  1048 
erg/s

● Radiative efficiency 0.1

● Lj, iso = 850 LQS

●Gamma rays produced in 
reconfinement shocks at 
100- 1000 rg, which is at 
0.01 – 1 R* (10

15 – 1017 cm)

γ -1

Particles accelerated via magnetic 
mirrors (1st order Fermi process; 
e.g. Niemiec & Ostrowski 2004) 

Jet velocity determined in the 
comoving frame is supersonic ( e.g. 
Waxman & Meszaros 2003). 

Breakout condition t
QS

 >> r
QS

/v
head

 
is satisfied

breakoutshocks



  

Radiative properties



  

 

●Dominant processes: synchrotron, SSC, ERC. 

●Lsyn >> L SSC

FERC
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Identified Fermi sources



  

Ghisellini G et al. MNRAS 2010;402:497-518

© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation © 2009 RAS

FSRQ (flat 
spectrum radio 
quasar) with 
visible disk

FSRQ (flat 
spectrum radio 
quasar), unseen 
disk – 3C 454.3

Figure 23 from The Spectral Energy Distribution of Fermi 
Bright Blazars
A. A. Abdo et al. 2010 ApJ 716 30 doi:10.1088/0004-
637X/716/1/30



  

Figure 22 from The Spectral Energy Distribution of Fermi Bright Blazars
A. A. Abdo et al. 2010 ApJ 716 30 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/716/1/30

HBL (high 
energy peak BL 
Lac) – PKS 2155

LBL (low energy 
peak BL Lac) – 
PKS 0537

Figure 9 from The Spectral Energy Distribution of Fermi Bright Blazars
A. A. Abdo et al. 2010 ApJ 716 30 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/716/1/30



  

Figure 19 from The Spectral Energy Distribution of Fermi Bright Blazars
A. A. Abdo et al. 2010 ApJ 716 30 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/716/1/30

 Very faint BLac 
(dominated by host galaxy 
starlight) – Mrk 501



  

How to find quasi stars?

Predictive power of our 
theory



  (Figure: Bartek Kamiński)



  Figure 31 from The Spectral Energy Distribution of Fermi Bright Blazars
A. A. Abdo et al. 2010 ApJ 716 30

Distribution of blazar peaks

Top: quasars 

Bottom: BL Lacs

 WISE band: 1.14 e13 Hz – 0.88e14 Hz

Predicted IR/Optical 
magnitudes of Quasi stars:

17-18 mag (K band)

20-21 mag (R band) 

→ at the border of WISE 
detection



  

●Contrary to blazars, our objects will have no 
broad emission lines.

●The optical brightness of about 20-21 mag may 
help identify the sources in other surveys, e.g. 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey



  

Are the quasi stars comparable 
in number with the Fermi 
sources?

Postdictive power of our 
theory



  

●The number of quasi-stars forming between z=2-4: is about 
0.01 per Mpc3 (estimated by V&B10)  total number of 10→ 10.

●Observed currently number of such objects is much lower due 
to short lifetime  3x10→ 5

●It depends also on the jet's collimation angle. 

●Number of sources ~ 400: in agreement with the unidentified 
Fermi sources.

NQS≈400 /4° 
2
MQS ,7

−1/8
d ,−2

1/2



  

Conclusions

●The number of observable quasi stars would be about 400, in 
agreement with the unidentified Fermi sources (post-diction).

●The ratio of gamma to infrared luminosities would be about  
several tens, much different from BL Lac objects (prediction).

●Contrary to blazars, our objects will have no broad emission 
lines (fact).

●The optical brightness of about 20-21 mag may help identify 
these sources in other surveys, e.g. Sloan Digital Sky Survey or 
WISE (further test).



  

Thank you
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